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What is it?

GShare is a special tool for earning GShare Gold. It runs in 
the background and converts  users' unused computing 
power into GShare Gold. It could be viewed as ‘mining’, 
with the only difference being that GShare Gold is not 
cryptocurrency. 

What is it What is it for?

GShare is used to earn GShare Gold that can later be 
spent in various MobileGo ecosystem projects or with 
MobileGo team partners.

Who is it for?

GShare is for all gamers! It helps them play and 
compete with other gamers without actually 
paying for it.

Status

A beta A beta version of GShare has been released in 
November and is now live. So earning GShare 
Gold is already possible for everyone. 

Connections with
other products

GShare Gold, Esports Platform, User Profile. 

GShare 
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What is it?

GShare Gold is the GShare Gold is the official currency of the 
ecosystem created by the MobileGo team, which  
can be earned with the GShare app or by 
participating in esports tournaments, and can be 
spent in tournaments, games, daily interactions, 
social impact platforms, etc.

Status

SinSince the GShare release in November, GShare 
Gold has become publicly available as well.  

Connections with
other products

GShare, Esports Platform, User Profile, MobileGo 

What is it for?

GShare Gold can be spent in the ecosystem 
developed by the MobileGo team or in our 
partners’ projects.

- GShare Gold is a s- GShare Gold is a soft currency made to bring new 
possibilities to gamers, expand existing opportunities 
and open doors to the world of blockchain. 

- Gene- Generating GShare Gold requires sufficient 
computational power. Everyone is able to run the 
GShare tool on their computer in the background and 
then spend the coins as they see fit.  Users can make 
in-game purchases, participate in esports tournaments 
within our esports platform, or even support a project 
on a social impact platform. And there are more 
projects and partnerships projects and partnerships to be released soon, which 
will provide users with more opportunities and lead to 
an even bigger adoption of GShare Gold. 

- GShare Gold is a so-called ‘Soft coin’. Soft coins are 
widespread in the gaming industry, where they have a 
special purpose and focus on increasing engagement 
and loyalty of gamers. Soft coins are not backed by 
actual money, which sets them apart from hard coins. 

- GShare Gold - GShare Gold can be used on our esports platform that 
is available for public testing now. You can use GShare 
Gold as a tournament entry fee and earn even more 
utilizing your gaming skills. With GShare Gold you 
might win MGO tokens as well. In the nearest future, 
with the release of new products GShare Gold will 
become available in many other spheres. 
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What is it?

The esports platform hosts tournaments in 
various games with rewards in both GShare 
Gold and MobileGO (MGO).

What is it for?

Our gaming platOur gaming platform has been developed to 
bring new experience to gamers all around the 
globe. 

A distinguishing A distinguishing feature of our esports platform 
is that it allows gamers of all skill levels to not 
only face decent opponents in matchmaking 
tournaments but get rewarded for their 
victories as well. GShare Gold is used to cover 
the entrance fees for the esports platform 
tournaments. Winnings can be claimed in both 
GShare Gold and MGO GShare Gold and MGO tokens. Today the 
esports platform contains simple but exciting 
competitive games, interesting for players of all 
skill levels.

Who is it for?

The esports platform is for gamers of all levels 
who are looking for a unique gaming 
experience and want to earn based on their 
skills. 

Status

Beta-Beta-version of the platform is already live and 
available for everyone who wants to try it.

Connections with
other products

GShare, GShare Gold, MobileGo

Esports platform
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What is it?

User prUser profile is a place where members can 
see all their stats, such as playing history, 
current tournaments, achievements, their 
GShare Gold balance, etc. It is meant as a 
hub where every user can monitor their 
own participation in the ecosystem. 

What is it do?

In addition In addition to detailed information of users’ 
profile and play history data it provides 
users with access to different products of 
the ecosystem created by the MobileGo 
team such as GShare and Esport. 

What is it for?

It will allIt will allow us to develop and provide our users 
with more achievement systems, daily tasks, 
referral systems, friends lists and other features. 
All of this will improve our ecosystem and 
provide members with a more advanced user 
experience. In the future, this UI will contain 
much more information and will serve as a hub 
for users’ stats, achifor users’ stats, achievements, rewarded 
educational tasks, community interaction, etc. 

After registering their User Profile, members 
will immediately gain access to the esports 
platform and will be able to start competing 
with other players.

Status

The User Profile will be released in December.

User
Profile
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What is it?

This is an instrument that allows game 
developers and publishers to present their 
games in our system and claim their profit in 
fiat money or MGO tokens. 

What can you
do with it?do with it?

Set up a company account; 
Utilize the team management tool (a company 
owner may invite game developers and 
managers to provide product-specific content 
management);
Upload games to the esports platform;
InIntegrate with GShare to turn on in-game 
GShare Gold payments;
Withdraw profit in fiat currency and/or MGO;
Provide companies with highly informative and 
accurate  reports and stats;
Get detailed documentation for developers.

Who is it for?

Publisher Account is for game developers and 
game publishers.

Status

TThe product is under development. After 
primary tests official beta-testing will be 
launched.

Connections with
other products

Esports, GShare, MobileGo

Publisher
Account
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Who is it for?

SWAP is for owners of Waves MGO tokens. 

Since the platform was launched on November 8, 
a total of 174 users have carried out 320 
transactions, exchanging about 1.7 million wMGO 
tokens for eMGO.

Connections with other 
products?

No connections. SWAP is a stand-alone 
product.

What is it? 

Swap is a platform that makes it possible for 
the owners of Waves MGO tokens to exchange 
them for Ethereum MGO tokens at a 1:1 ratio.

What does it do?

It exchanges wMGO tokens for eMGO tokens. 
Since the platform was launched on November 
8, a total of 174 users have carried out 320 
transactions, exchanging about 1.7 million 
wMGO tokens for eMGO. 

Status

Released

SWAP
platform
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MGO Website Usability

The MGO website contains all the relevant 
information for current and potential token 
holders.

Screens and sections:
- Token market value
- Games that support MGO p- Games that support MGO payouts
- Strategic research
- Whitepaper
- Roadmap
- Cryptocurrency exchanges that support MGO
- Cryptocurrency wallets that support MGO
- MGO partners
- - Token purchase button

GameCredits Website Usability

We renovated the design of 
gamecredits.com. The website now has a 
minimalist look and provides information on 
how and where to buy, mine, and store 
GAME tokens.

Screens and sections: Screens and sections: 
- What is the GAME token
- How to collect/where to buy GAME tokens
- How to mine GAME tokens
- Mining instruments

We have released brand-new websites for both 
MobileGO and GameCredits! Our best 
programmers and designers worked on 
improving the usability and visual design. Visit 
the sites to get the latest news and the most 
comprehensive information about the project.

Website
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MobileGO project can be found on the following platforms

We created new social media channels to communicate with our users. In just 
three months, we have achieved very impressive results. We are now present on 
all top social media, and our subscribers and reach continue to grow. High 
engagement helps us to create a loyal community!

As of October 2018, the project can also be found on several Chinese social media platforms, such as:

All communication with Chinese users is done in Mandarin Chinese.

WE USE OUR SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS TO POST CONTENT SUCH AS: 

New partnerships New product launches Listings on new exchanges New social media platforms

Product updates Video instructions Achievements and ratings

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Social Media

facebook.com/
Mobilegoofficial 

4 693

twitter.com/Mobilegooff
twitter.com/mobilegotoken 

5 059 / 13 800

t.me/mobilegochannel 
t.me/mobilegochat 

5 016 / 5 885

discord.gg/
pXHfbpU 

4 693

reddit.com/user/
mobilegoofficial/

3 526

medium.com/
@mobilegoofficial

303

www.youtube.com/channel/
UC7DLMsJHfZh00ci85oGieaQ 

56

weibo.com/mobilegochina 

1 220

Facebook
3,877 page likes throughout the whole period, with an average of 1,147 

views per week and 9,900 views per month;

Reddit 290 views in October and 1,733 in November
Medium: 113 views per month

Telegram chat
+ 3,000 subscribers in 1.5 weeks

Access by a QR-code
on the website

1 080

t.me/mobilegocn  
tme/mgochina 

1 200 / 2 032



We especially would like to  highlight and express our gratitude for the help 

of our Community.  As some of you may know, tokens are getting listed on 

the Bitfinex exchange with registered users able to vote for the listing of their 

choice. vote.  After a close race and highly competitive voting period on 

Ethfinex, and with the help of its Community, the MGO token ended up in 

the top three and won a listing on BitFinex. This win gave a serious boost to 

MGO’s reputation, an influx of new traders, a wider recognition in the crypto 

world, and higher iworld, and higher investment appeal for would-be investors - all thanks to 

our Community. 

We also run campaigns for our community and for interesting more people 

in joining our project.  We have already successfully completed several 

airdrop campaigns, one for the international market and one for the Chinese 

market. The number of participants exceeded 5,000 people. 

5,000

From August to September 
(average figures)—an increase in 
positive communication from 
1% to 58%; neutral tone of 
communication accounts for 

around 37%-93%;

From October to November 
(average figures)—an increase in 
positive communication from 
20% to 58%; neutral tone of 
communication accounts for 

around 15%-82%;

We also see a steady 
decrease in negative 

comments.

Since the TG chat was created, the tone
of communication has been mostly positive 

The atmosphere in our channels has changed significantly. Despite 
some difficulties in the beginning, we now see like-minded people 
respecting each other and sharing each other’s interests.  And their 
numbers are growing every day! 

Community
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Media Quotes

“MobileGO is one of the most 
promising projects in the gaming 

realm.”
Cryptovest

https://cryptovest.com/news/
mobilego-xsolla-join-forces-to-disrupt-game-industry/

 

MGO is meant to be a currency for 
all gamers worldwide.”

NewBTC
https://www.newsbtc.com/2018/10/25/

game-developers-to-be-paid-in-altcoin-on-major-
platform-with-over-500-games/ 

Top Media Mentions

Over the last three months, the MobileGO project was covered by media outlets such as: 

Coin News Asia CoinSpeaker Forklog NewsBTC 

Coin Codex Bitcoins Channel Use the Bitcoin

6%

45%

50%

13%

57%

29%

Tone of Publications

Stats

The total number of 
MobileGO mentions in 
the media from August to 

September was

from October to 
mid-November

723

830

Search for
“MobileGO” gives a

upsurge in positive 
media mentions 

between September 
and October

456%
From August to October, 
negative mentions of 
MobileGo decreased by

in the media and by

92%

 in social media

93%

The total number of social 
media publications about 
MobileGO from August to 

September was

from October to 
mid-November

740

7,222
Total reach: people164,051,147

An increase in the 
number of positive 
publications from 
September to 
October in the 

media was 6-fold; in 
social media 

fold

250
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MGO tokens have been added to the Jaxx wallet:

Compatible with 8 platforms, including 
Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS

Free to use

Wide functionality, security, and privacy

Compatible with 8 platforms, including 
Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS

Free to use

Wide functionality, security, and privacy

Compatible with 8 platforms, including 
Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS

Free to use

Wide functionality, security, and privacy

Dedicated customer service for MGO 
investors with ticket resolution period of 
less than 4 hours

Access to Decentral | Jaxx initiatives such 
as the upcoming in-app game, coffee 
table book, and various events

Result

Client loyalty increased
New traders were engaged
Currency pairs were diversified 
(MGO/BTC, MGO/USD, MGO/USDT, MGO 
/ETH)
Positive reputation was reinforced

Basic parameters grew (token price, 
capitalization, average trading volume)
Protection against price speculation 
strengthened
Reach increased
Token liquidity improved

Between August and November, MGO tokens were added on 5 large cryptocurrency exchanges:

MGO/BTC MGO/USDT

MGO/ETH MGO/BTC

MGO/ETH, MGO/USD

MobileGo cares about its clients, that is why we researched the platform in depth before 
getting listed there, to ensure that our clients get the most safe and satisfactory service.   
According to CoinMarketCap at the time this report was prepared, all these exchanges are 
listed in the top twenty in terms of trading volumes. All of them have large client reach, 
both numerically and geographically. 

Minimum price in 
August 2018 was 
$0.08, maximum 
price was $0.80 
(according to 
CoinMarketCap) 

Price

From $12m to 
$50 m (with a 
peak value of 
$78m)

Capitalization
growth

from $200,000-300,000/day to $15m-20m/day 
(according to CoinMarketCap, average daily 
trading volume is now $13,929,689)

Growth in daily
trading volumes

 $0.80

 $0.08 $12m

$50m

$78m

$15m-20m/day

$200,000-300,000/day

MGO tokens became more popular
and went up in price

In October, the average daily trading volume 
exceeded August figures 20-fold, and an increase 
in the price over the same period reached 

at its peak. +800% 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
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Wider adoption of MGOs will 
contribute to their maturity as 
a payment method and 
strengthen their positions on 
large exchanges, allowing for 
establishing new partnerships 
with key players in the gaming 
marmarket, unlocking new 
promising crypto platforms, 
boosting the paying audience 
and multiplying investments.

Gamers enjoy the opportunity 
to perform in-game 
transactions in their preferred 
currency and guaranteed 
financial security. 

MGO payments are processed under 
special conditions, and the simplicity 
of the payment procedure coupled 
with enhanced protection against 
fraud help increase the paying 
audience. Game developers and 
publishers can collect their 
MGO-denominaMGO-denominated royalties much 
faster (payouts within 2 days instead of 
14, ability to exchange for fiat money 
or keep as investments, payouts 3 
times a week).

GAME DEVELOPERS
AND PUBLISHERS

GAMERSMGO HOLDERS

potential users all around 
the world can now use 
MGO tokens for in-game 
purchases

This is the first altcoin in 
the Xsolla ecosystem

The only cryptocurrencies 
represented on Xsolla are 
MGO and Bitcoin

500,
000,
000 MGO tokens can be used 

to pay in more than

games (the games are 
listed on the mobilego.io 
website)

500

Payments in MGO tokens 
are available in more than

countries
200 The system was

translated into
more than

languages

20

global currencies are 
supported

130
1

This partnership means that:

We are happy to announce that from October 22, MGO tokens 
have became an official payment instrument on Xsolla.

Xsolla provides access to MGO and over 500 games to 
500,000,000 people 

Xsolla



Plans

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Keep your eyes on our channels
as more news is coming!

New airdrops Listings on more 
top exchanges 

Updating the roadmap 
and preparing the 

roadmap for the new year 

New great 
partnerships

New products and 
updates

New games in 
collaboration with Xsolla

Developing an online game 
merchandise store

We have many plans for the near future




